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Exari Match

Unlock hidden data within and between documents
During contract negotiations with multiple versions being reviewed and constantly marked
up, trying to figure out the difference between one version and the next can be a complex
and error-prone process. Is the right clause present? What was changed? Do all of my
contracts contain the correct clause from my clause library?
What if you could easily compare multiple documents side-by-side to identify differences?
Or instantly extract data from documents or images for future reporting and searching?
What about comparing and analyzing clauses within documents versus what is stored in
your clause library? The possibilities are endless.

Introducing Exari Match, a powerful document match software

Designed to help contract and policy experts do their jobs more efficiently and more
accurately, Exari Match allows users to capture data within hundreds of contracts and
compare and review up to 5,000 pages in one single session. Documents can be matched
with other documents, searched using powerful search tools, annotated, checked and
reviewed for quality and adherence against checklists. In addition, a flexible API allows
for integration of Exari Match functionality into your existing Enterprise platforms and
workflows.Save valuable time and more importantly, have confidence that nothing was
missed.

Match

Instantly identify differences in content including additions or omissions made to any
document type with Exari’s sophisticated match capability.
•
•
•
•

Quickly compare multiple documents side-by-side to identify changes made
Percentage match result display to indicate differences by paragraph and overall
document
Compare different document types such as PDF, Microsoft Word, Excel, or other
text-based documents
View on screen or as a detailed produced report
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Clause Match

Compare, understand and analyze the relationship between clauses in your document and
those in the Clause library with Exari’s Clause Match classification.
•
•
•
•

Track wording differences between clauses used in documents and what is in the
clause library
Create a customized clause library and their variants
Configurable color coded key for determining manual adjustments made to the
initial results
Optional configuration for recognizing split clauses

Robust Audit Trail

Keep a history of any analysis conducted with Exari’s document creation and file
management.
•
•
•

Store all related documents and their analysis results with audit trail instantly into
one organized PDF portfolio with automatic date and time stamp of creation
Export and save to a variety of formats such as PDF or XML
Reload back into Exari Match for further analysis or manipulation

ABOUT EXARI
Exari delivers the most complete Enterprise Contract Lifecycle Management platform, used every day by
market-leading companies to understand all aspects of their contract ecosystem worldwide. With Exari,
customers can reduce contract risk and improve operating efficiency with 100% Contract Certainty™.

